Safety:

1. Ensure no part of your body will be in your cut path.
2. Material to be cut should be flat. **Never cut badly curved or twisted material.**

Set-Up:

1. Securely clamp and support material to be cut. **Note:** Material should be secured based on where you feel comfortable holding the saw.
2. Set up fences, if desired.
3. Adjust blade to suit material and desired cut.
4. Position and secure the saw’s base plate.
5. Plug in track saw, ensuring power cord is clear of underneath your work.

Use:

1. Position the saw near the start of your cut path, but not touching your material.
2. Turn on saw and allow blade to reach full speed before starting your cut.
3. Keep blade path straight as you cut your work.
4. Once desired cut length is reached, turn off saw. Allow blade to fully stop. Remove from material and unplug saw.

For more Wood Shop information, check out the BeAM website here: https://beam.unc.edu/wood-shop/